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Abstract *
ISEA foundation has been conducting research and experiments on blockchain 
finance, aiming at providing a platform that guarantees Survival Human Rights that 
all human beings can access. Through this event, We would like to present a 
framework for our policy on "Blockchain financial platform for automatic distribution“



1. Automatic distribution through mobile applications.
2. Distribution through kiosk installation in local markets.
3. Verification and distribution to people without personal identification.
4. Support and distribution of swap function between currencies without commission.

Full description

ISEA foundation and GBFC list of 10 affiliate partners, Main focus by each topic - 4 
topics below
Presenter - Henry Sejong Keon KIM
Main speaker - Sion KIM
Speakers - Mobifriends, Thefor Team

Potential contribution
- Towards providing platform technology to achieve the 2030 Agenda, to enable easy 
access to a new financial technology blockchain and to automate distribution of 
financial resources for survival human rights.   

1. Automatic distribution through mobile applications
- By installing an application on a mobile, which is a universal means of accessing all 
technologies, it must be able to distribute the funds necessary for survival equally to 
multiple people at the same time, detect and automatically support when sudden aid is 
needed.

2. Distribution through kiosk installation in local market
- Even low-income people without mobiles should be able to access and be provided 
with the right to receive distribution. To this end, kiosks should be installed in stores 
that sell daily necessities so that they can receive the same distribution if they 
authenticate their identity.

3. Authentication and distribution to people without personal identification
- We are now seeking ways to provide protection and better access to 1billion people 
who don’t have their identity identification, and the accurate delivery of necessities 
must also be made possible. In order to do that, they must be able to be protected 
using a blockchain-based identity registration. In addition, if the information is 
provided by the person himself/herself, they must be able to receive the same 



distribution without discrimination. If any interception or discrimination occurs, the 
users can by protected by tracking details thereof with blockchain technology.

4. Support and distribution of swap function between currencies without commission
-In order to make all these possible, such as payment, transfer of funds, blockchain 
currency, and free swap between fiat currencies, it is necessary to ensure that no 
fees are incurred at all. For this, authentication using a minimum network centered 
on real users must be applicable.

In conclusion, the ISEA Foundation provides a way to form these networks and share 
benefits with partner organizations.

level of participation*
ISEA affiliate partners
Principals of organizations,  Technical experts, Civil society. Business sector.

What are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals?

https://www.ISEA.center/   https://www.GBFC.center/ 

What are the FfD ?

Financing for Development


